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Abstract
 
The Paper presents design and development of a CPLD 
based wireless telecommand system simulating 
industrial plant automation, wherein master controller 
remotely controls the relays/ sensors. Transmitting end 
comprises of RF module and a CPU hosting a 
LabVIEW based virtual instrument. Front Panel of the 
virtual instrument consists of 4 switches, few controls 
to configure COM port and SEND button. Pressing the 
SEND button would transmit the status of 4 switches 
through RF module, interfaced to PC through COM 
port. 
 Receiving end comprises of RF module and a 
CPLD development kit. CPLD hosts VHDL code to 
receive the transmitted string, decode the command 
and display the command on the LEDs/ monitor and 
operate a relay  

 
Keywords—CPLD, RF module, LabVIEW based 
virtual instrument.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION: 
              In an automated plant, there are number of 
parameters of various systems, located in different and 
distant places, which are sensed by variety of sensors, 
periodically/ continuously, and the data/ status of these 
parameters is transmitted regularly to the master 
station.  Master station gathers the information from 
sensors from the entire plant and takes various 
decisions to control various actuators, which also are 
spread across the entire plant. So, based on the 
feedback from the sensors, it  sends signals to various 
actuators so that they can switch ON/OFF the valves, 
initiate alarms, etc.   
 
               The transfer of information from the sensing 
and control units to the master and vice versa takes 
place through cables laid across the entire plant, or in 
some cases it happens through wireless channel.  
 

This paper  simulates this plant automation in 
a very basic manner. Subsequent sections will explain 
the functionality and features which have been 
implemented in the system.  

 

 
II. DESIGN APPROACH AND 

IMPLEMENTATION  DETAILS 
 A telecommand system requires transfer of 
data from one station to the other through wireless 
channel. So the system consists of two modules. 
Transmit module will collect the input 
command/sensory data, multiplex and/or code the data 
and transmit it over wireless channel. Receiver module 
receives the RF signal. The transmitted information is 
retrieved from it and finally some system is switched 
ON/OFF. 

 
To design such a system there are plethora of 

technologies available. For wireless channel, we could 
have used IR modules which are quite sufficient for the 
range required in the project. Bluetooth and zig bee 
modules are also available. FM transmitter/receiver 
modules. DTMF transceivers are also available. Spread 
spectrum modems and GSM modems could have been 
used for the project.  

 
In a same fashion, for acquiring data from 

sensors and controlling actuators, PLCs or 
microcontrollers are used. Manu proprietary variants of 
PLCs/ microcontrollers are also used for this purpose. 
We have tried to incorporate the best of the industry 
standard technologies in this project. The block 
diagram of our system is shown below:For MASTER 
unit front-end, we have used National Instruments’ 
LabVIEW which has become a de facto standard for 
instrumentation.  

 
For WIRELESS channel, we have used 

transceivers operating in 2.4 GHz licence free band. 
The transceiver we have used is very small, with an 
integrated on-chip antenna. 2.4 GHz band is also used 
for number of commercial wireless applications. 

 
At RECEIVER end, we have used Xilinx 

CPLD board, which again is a world leader in their 
segment. Thus, Dataflow programming using 
LabVIEW, VHDL programming, Serial interface for 
programming transceivers, along with hardware 
integration and testing, all have been bundled together 
in this very small project. 
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SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM: 
 

 
  MASTER UNIT                       RECEIVE UNIT 
 
 

A. Master Unit 
The Master unit is simulated as Master 

controller and the various commands are issued from 
this unit. Entire unit is implemented in software, 
which is developed using LabVIEW. A user friendly 
Graphical User interface is provided for the operator. 
Master Unit either takes data from the sensors or 
control buttons on the front panel. Since, no ADC 
card is used, analog input signal from the sensor  is 
simulated. Usually sensors, after signal conditioning, 
have voltage outputs ranging from 0 to 10 V and some 
control signal, which will switch ON/OFF some 
device, is also issued based upon the signal output. So, 
a random number generator along with a multiplier is 
used to simulate the sensor output.  And a comparator 
is used to compare multiplier output against the user 
defined threshold. Based upon the output of the 
comparator, a message string is transmitted to the 
receiver. 

 
Another form of input at the master unit are 

the control buttons. To simulate this, three switches 
are provided on the GUI. Different message strings 
are transmitted based on the state of the switches. 

 
Output of this software module is a message 

string comprising of states of switches/ simulated 
sensor output. The string is sent to RS232 interface. 

 
Master unit is implemented using National 

Instruments’ LabVIEW (Laboratory Virtual 
Instrumentation Enginneering Workbench),  a dataflow 
programming environment.   

 

 Virtual instrument created using LabVIEW 
comprises of two parts: Front panel and a block 
diagram. 
 
 Front panel for the Master unit is shown 
below. The front panel is the user interface and has all 
the controls and indicators. 
Front panel has three tab pages: CONFIGURE, SEND, 
RECEIVE.  CONFIGURE page has controls to 
configure the serial port.  
 

 
 
 

B.   Wireless Transceiver 
2.4 GHz RF module is used as wireless 

transceiver. The transceiver has a printed antenna on 
the chip itself and it operates from 5-12 Vdc. It has 
RS232 UART interface with variable baud rates. So a 
pair of such modules, properly configured, act as a 
cable. The unit has Run mode and CONFIG mode, 
one of the two can be selected using jumper settings. 
The RF module can be configured  in CONFIG mode.  

The transceiver is used in RUN mode. 
The RS232 output of PC is connected to the RS232 
pins on the RF module using the in-house fabricated 
cable assembly. Similarly, at receiving end, another 
RF module is used whose RS232 output  is connected 
to CPLD kit, again using the in-house fabricated cable 
assembly.  

 
The transceiver (CC2500 Module) is a bought 

out item from M/s Robosoft Systems, Mumbai. 
Transceiver operates at 2.4 GHz. RF module is a plug 
and play replacement for the wired Serial Port 
(UART) .This wireless module can work in 255 
different channels and can address 255 devices 
individually 
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C.  Receive unit 

Receive unit comprises of CPLD kit and 
Solid state relay. CPLD kit is programmed using 
VHDL. It is programmed to receive data from RS232 
port. The received message string is parsed, and 
depending upon the status messages received, LEDs 
on the CPLD board are switched ON./OFF using three 
signals. With one of the status message, voltage 
output if provided on expansion pin terminals.  

 
TABLE I 

 
A 

At the other end, similar RF transceiver is used. 
The serial port output is connected to COM port of 
CPLD kit. A solid state relay is be connected to any of 
the configured output pins. A device to be operated 
may be connected in the relay output path. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A solid state relay is connected to these 
pin terminals. So, depending upon the message 
received, solid state relay is energized/ de-energised. 
Hence a device connected in a circuit .having relay 
ouput terminals in the path, gets switched ON/OFF 
depeding upon the status of the switch at the 
MASTER. 

Receiver uses Xilinx CPLD Board, Solid state 
relay. At the relay output, any AC/DC 
device(conforming to the current rating of the relay 
contacts) to be controlled, may be connected. Software 
part has been developed in VHDL as a programming 
language and result has been demonstrated on Xilinx 
CPLD kit and relay. The Functional module in the 
Receiver is The UART (universal asynchronous 
receiver and transmitter) module and Telecommand 

controller which provides asynchronous serial 
communication with external devices.  

The UART consists of one receiver module 
and one transmitter module. Those two modules have 
separate inputs and outputs for most of their control 
lines, the lines that are shared by both modules are the 
bi-directional data bus, master clock (mclkx16) and 
reset.  This implementation of the UART transmits in 
blocks of 11 bits; 1 leading low start bit, 1 trailing high 
stop bit, 1 parity bit and 8 data bits. The UART data 
format is shown below. 

 The data from the Master  are coded strings.  
The controller reads the serial data, identifies the 
message and take appropriate actions, which controls 
relay and status monitoring LEDs. 

III. SYSTEM OPERATION 
 

To operate the system is extremely simple. 
 

RF Transceiver is connected to the PC COM 
port using the cable. It should also be powered using 
DC source/ AC-DC adapter or battery. 

 

 
Once we ensure that CPLD kit has been loaded 

with correct program, both the transceivers are ON, 
run the Master unit application. 

 
Depending upon the status of the switches at the 

Master, LEDs will glow in the CPLD kit. Also the 
device connected may be switched ON/OFF depending 
upon the status of the corresponding switch. 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 

Innovative Wireless UART Controller and RF 
Transceiver Combination Eliminates Cable 
Requirements for Serial or Parallel Interfaces. 
Addressing the growing market evolution away from 
cabled to wireless connections, especially in industrial 
environments, this solution increases equipment 
mobility, simplifies installations, and accelerates time 
to market and  one of the broadest portfolios of high-
performance interface solutions including UARTs, 
serial transceivers (RS-232, RS-485), and multi-
protocol. 
 
 
 

Received String Receiver Operation 

Axxx Status LED 3 ON 

Bxxx Status LED 3 OFF 

xxEx Relay ON 
xCxx Status LED 2 ON 
xDxx Status LED 2 OFF 
xxEx Status LED 1 ON 
xxFx Status LED 1 OFF 
xxxG Status LED 0 ON 
xxxH Status LED 0 OFF 
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